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CONSTRUCTION AND EVALUATION
OF ESTIMATES OF MONTHLY
SHOE SALES. 1926-1941Monthly estimates of retail shoe sales in the United States were constructed in two seg-
ments - before and after 1935. Originally, the method used for the earlier segment was
extended through 1940. But after this work had been largely completed, the Department
of Commerce developed a new series for the sale of shoes by independent and chain shoe
stores. These data greatly increased the number of outlets for which reports were avail-
able, and therefore it seemed clearly desirable to use these new figures beginning with the
middle of 1935. Accordingly, the following description is in two parts.
The first part of the index was developed in five major steps. They consisted of (1) con-
structing a national index of shoe sales of department stores; (2) developing an index of
sales of shoe chains; (3) combining into a single index the department store and chain
store indexes of shoe sales and, by estimating total sales of these outlets in 1939, convert-
ing the index to estimates of dollar sales; (4) deriving preliminary estimates of total
annual sales of shoes in the United States based on statistics of shoe production and fitting
an exponential equation to the annual ratios between these hypothetical total shoe sales
and shoe sales of chain and department stores; (5) applying monthly trend correction
ratios obtained from the equation to the monthly chain and department store data to
obtain monthly estimates of total shoe sales in the United States.
For the second period the national index of shoe sales of department stores is linked
to a dollar figure representing total shoe sales of department, general merchandise, and
general stores and mail order houses in 1939. A series giving monthly sales of chain and
independent shoe stores compiled by the Department of Commerce starting in 1935 is
linked to a base figure representing shoe sales of shoe and apparel stores in 1939. The
two series are then added to give total monthly sales of shoes from 1935 to 1941.
It will be useful to review in detail the method used in constructing the 1926-1935
segment of the series (and the 1935-1941 segment as well, in its preliminary form, which
is called the first series) before describing the method used for the final version of the
1935-1941 segment, which, when combined with the 1926-1935 data for the first series,
is called the second or final series.
Incidentally, at a later point in the study we also made annual estimates for postwar
years, but these are not part of the main body of the work.
Jacob Mincer assumed most of the burden of rewriting this Appendix on the basis of a cumber-
some first draft.
79.PART I
CONSTRUCTION OF THE INDEX
SALES OF SHOE DEPARTMENTS
The construction of an index of sales of shoe departments ofdepartment stores involved,
first, deriving an index for shoe sales of departmentstores for the seven FederalReserve districts for which such data are available and, second, combiningthese series intoa single
index representative of sales of shoes in the departmentstores of the country.
The DistrictSamples
Seven Federal Reserve district banks- Boston, New York, Richmond, Chicago,Cleve- land, Dallas, and San Francisco- collected information on sales of departments ofdepart-
ment stores. The first year for which shoe department datawere available varies from
district to district within the period 1924-1927.
To represent the Federal Reserve District ofPhiladelphia. for which nostatistics of
department store sales were available,we used an index of sales of shoe stores forthe Phila-
delphia district which is basedon sales of thirty-one shoe stores.1
The sample of stores submitting departmentaldata is smaller than those reportingtheir total sales and included in the FederalReserve Board index of departmentstore sales.
Moreover, since all stores reporting salesby departments do notnecessarily have or report sales of shoe departments,our shoe data may well be obtained fromsomewhat
fewer stores than are listed below. In1940 approximately the followingnumber of stores
in each district submitted departmentalsales statistics: Boston, 27- 12 of which are in
the city of Boston; New York, 18almost entirely stores in New Yorkand Brooklyn;
Richmond, 14 stores in Washingtonand Baltimore; Chicago, 40 storeswith the city of
Chicago deemed underrepresented;Cleveland, 56 in 1941 and probablyless in 1940
the sample ranged between 31and 56 during the fifteen-yearperiod; Dallas, 10; San
Francisco, 26 including practicallyall the larger stores in thedistrict. For the most
part the samples grew during the fifteenyears covered by the index, so that somewhat
less than the I 90-oddstores included in 1940 were reporting in1926.' We estimate that
these stores sold 20per cent of shoes sold in departmentstores in the United Stat es.
'Submitted by the Federal ReserveBank of Philadelphia.
This sample was considerablyexpanded in 1941 as the result ofrenewed interest in departmen- tal information. Beginningwiththe May 1941 issue of theFederal Reserve Bulletin,the Board has published informationon sales and stocks of departments of departmentstores each month - 250 stores contributed information of thissort in March 1941, the first month for which the data was published (ibid.,p. 452); 351 stores reported departmental statisticsin March 1944. Information for women's shoedepartments was obtained from 241of these stores (ibid., May l944,p. 605).
'The estimate was made inthe following way: We haddollar figures of shoe sales for oneyear for each district, althoughthe year to which they applieddiffered for the various districts. We used our constnjcindex of sales for each districtto project the dollar figures for each district to 1939, and these seven figuressumned to $43.6 million in 1939.Total shoe sales ofalldepartment stores, excluding estimatedshoe sales of mail order housesand including leased departments, was $229.2 million. This estimateis based on the 1939census and includes basement shoe departments which are excluded inour sample.
43.6
229.2100l9.Opercent.
80Construction of the Index
The figures obtained from the Federal Reserve banks reported men's and boys' shoe
departments and women's and children's shoe departments separately.' The data were for
the most part in the form of percentage change for the aggregate sales ofan identical
sample from the same month of the previous year. Although for each pair of, say, Janu-
aries, the sample was constant, the number of reporting stores changed from time to time.
Data in this form could have been linked to a base year in which each month was 100,
and a continuous index formed in this way. But the seasonal and other movements of
the base year would have been amputated from the figures. Consequently, we requested
and obtained monthly dollar (or percentage) sales for one year in which the sample
remained virtually constant. Monthly dollar figures were expressed as relatives of their
average value for the year, and the figures for percentage change for the same month of
the following year were then linked to the relatives for the base year, to form a continuous
index revealing the full seasonal movement.
The indexes for men's shoe departments and for women's shoe departments in each
district were combined with a weight of 40 and 60 respectively.' These weights represented
the relative importance of all sales of men's and women's shoes rather than such sales in
department stores only.
Combined men's and women's shoe sales were then adjusted to eliminate seasonal varia-
tion. The seasonal adjustment was made on each district series separately, for two reasons:
first, it yields a somewhat better seasonal adjustment; second, we needed to examine the
sales s'ies for individual districts to determine their worth, and for this the elimination
of the strong retail seasonal is essential. The strength of this seasonal and the difference
for sien's and women's shoe purchases, as well as for earlier and later years, is shown in
Table A-i. The method used was that of averaging all Januaries, Februanes, etc., for a
period during which seasonals had remained reasonably constant and adjusting for trend.'
it is interesting to note that for all districts, seasonal patterns differed during earlier and
later years; the shift occuried sometime between 1929 and 1933.
The Weighting Problem
In order to combine the individual district indexes into a national total, a weighting
scheme had to be found. If, on the one hand, each district index is judged to characterize
'All districts reported sales for men's and boys' shoes combined, and 5 of the 7 districts reported
sales for women's and children's shoes combined. For the 2 districts reporting women's shoes
and children's shoes for separate departments, we used the data for the women's shoe depart-
ments only. In the succeeding discussion we shall use the term "men's" and "women's" in refer-
ring to men's and boys' shoe departments and women's and children's shoe departments respec-
tively.
'In deriving the 40-60 weights, the census categories of "men's," "youths' and boys'," and
"athletic" and "sporting" shoes were classed as men's shoes, and "women's," "misses' and chil-
dren's," 'leather and fabric uppers," and "canvas, satin and other fabric uppers" were classed as
women's shoes.
The 40-60 weights overstate the relative importance of sales of men's shoe departments of
department stores. The Sixteenth Census of the United States, 1940, Census of Business (VoL I,
Retail Trade, 1939, Part 2) in the section on Commodity SaIà indicates a 25-75 relationship
between sales of men's and women's main store shoe departments. At the time the decision was
made, however, we planned to use the department store materials and the chain store figures as
two fallible estimates of total shoe sales in the country rather than as characterizing specifically
the shoe sales of department stores and chain shoe stores respectively. Study of the indexes after
they were completed and other considerations lead to a change in plans which means that men's
shoe sales are slightly overweighted. The possible effects of this error are described below, p. 119.
'For a description of the method of seasonal adjustment see Arthur F. Burns and Wesley C.
Mitchell, Measuring Business Cyci" (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1946), pp. 46 if.,
method 1.
81shoe sales of department stores in the given district, which tendin turn to differmaterially from those of the country as a whole, then the relativeimportance of departmentstore shoe sales in each district should form the basis of theweighting scheme.Failmg an affirmative judgment on this question, we should havesimply to weighteach djsttjct sample by the sample size, that is, the relative volume ofshoe business done ineach dis- trict by the reporting stores; this course would be reluctantlyfollowed either ifinforma,. tion were lacking about shoe sales by districtsor perhaps if significantdifferences were disclosed among the several samples or among actualshoe sales for eachdistrict.
TABLE A-I
SEASONAL INDEXES OF DEPARTMENTSTORE SHOE SALES, FIVE FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICTS COMBINED,
SELECTED PERIODS
Actually, we do have a little informationthat bears on the judgmentthat must be made
- indexes of total department store sales and incomepayments in each district.' Having
noted differences among districts inour shoe department indexes,we study these other data to see whether paralleldifferences appear in them. It isworthwhile to make these
comparisons with some care, for theyserve a double purpose: in additionto providing the basis of selecting the weightingscheme, they help to evaluatethe reliability of our shoe sales statistics.
In Chart A-i three sets of data(department store shoe sales,department store total sales, and income payments)are plotted for each Federal Reservedistrict; the data have been converted topercentages of the nationalaverage. The charts seem toconvey the general impression that the threesets of data for any one districtdeviate from their national averages ina roughly parallel fashion. Severalprocedures were employed to test this impression. Though theparallelism exhibited by the incomepayment series is interest- ing, comparisoas were restrictedto the department store datamore immediately relevant to our problem.
Year-to-Year Variation in Iatterns.Similarity in the pattern ofchange from 1926-1940 between shoe departmentand total departmentstore sales in a given district would be
reflected in similarity in thediiectiof changes for thetwo sets of ratios from year to year; accordiny thesemovements were tallied. In 81per cent of the district years, for which the directionof change of the ratioof district shoe sales to nationalshoe sales
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RATIOS OF SHOE DEPARTMENT SALES, TOTAL DEPARTMENT STORE
SALES, AND INCOME PAYMENTS IN EIGHT FEDERAL RESERVE
DISTRICTS TO NATIONAL TOTALS, 1926-1941
District as a percentage of tol U.S. departtt stote shoe sates
Dtstrict as a percentage ot tI U.S. depart,lt store Qles









was compared with the direction of change of the ratio of district department store sales
to national department store sales, the direction of change was similar.
Timing of Subcyclica! Movements. Table A-2 shows the results of two sets of timing
comparisons. For all series, specific subcyclical turns were selected in the monthly data
5The significance of this figure may be roughly gauged by comparing it with an analogous per-
centage obtained by a random grouping of the two sets of ratios; for example, shoe departments
in Richmond compared with department store sales in Dallas, and similarly for seven remaining
districts when the districts to be paired are drawn at random. Two sets of these random group-
ings were made. The percentage of months when the members of each pair moved in the same
direction was 38 in the first drawing and 54 in the second. This suggests - though of course it







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































COMPARISON OF TREND OF SHOE DEPARTMENT ANDTOTAL DEPARTMENT
STORE SALES IN EIGHT FEDERAL RESERVEDISTRICTS, 1926-1941
AVERAGE INDEX NUMBERS, 19374941,
AS % OP AVERAGE FOR 1926-1930 RANK OF FIGURES
Dept. Store Dept Store IN COLS. 1 AND 2
DISTRICT Shoe Sale? Total Sales' Col. I Col. 2 (1) (2) (3) (4)
Richmond' 112 125 8 8
Philadelphia 82 85 1½ 1½
New York 106 85 7 1½
Boston 82 86 1½ 3
Cleveland 89 103 3 4
Chicago 95 104 5½ 5
Dallas 90 114 4 7
San Francisco 95 106 5½ 6
United States 94 99
Coefficient of rank correlation8 districts .5
7 districts (excluding New York) .8
Since shoe sales for the Richmond district only start in 1927, the comparisonswere based on
averages of 1927 through 1930, and 1938 through 1941.
National Bureau of Economic Research district shoe department indexes.
Federal Reserve Board district indexes of total department store sales, FederalReserve Bulletin.
June 1944. Adjusted to census levels 1929, 1935, and 1939.
by studying the contours of each series individually. In theupper rows (T) of the first
five columns, specific subcyclic turning points for eight districtdepartment store total
sales are compared with specific turning points of national departmentstore total sales.
In the lower rows (S) the turning points of district departmentstore shoe sales are com-
pared with turning points of national department store shoe sales.' Columns1-5 indicate
similarity of timing behavior of each district T and S series withrespect to their reference
turns. Average leads or lags in column 4 vary as between total sales and shoe salesat
most within a fraction of a month. By and large, timing of turns for the shoe departments
and total department stores for each district differs from thecountry averages in more
or less the same direction and degree. If we rank first the T figures in column 4 and then
the S figures, the two sets have a coefficient of rank correlation of .8.
Another set of timing comparisons is given in columns 6-10. Herewe make turn-by-
turn comparisons for each reference turn shared by both national series of the leador
lag of a district shoe S series with respect to the national shoe S series andthe district
total store T series with respect to the national total store T series. Of the 152 possible
comparisons (19 turns for 8 districts) 76, or just one-half,are no more than two months
apart. If we include the cases where both the district shoe and the district total department
stores series have no specific turn to match their respective national series, 88 in allare
similar. In only 35 cases are the timing comparisons definitelyover two months different.
Relative Trends of Districts. In Table A-3 we used as a roughmeasure of trend the
average index for 1937 through 1941 expressed as a percentage of the average index for
For both the national series a few specific turns were ignored, for we wished touse only those
turns that the shoe departments and total stores had in common. Nineteen turns in both series
were shared and consequently included in the two reference schemes.
85'1926 through 1930. The fact that the general trend ofshoe departments is downward
relative to the adjusted total department store figure isdiscussed later. Here weare con.
cerned with whether each district shows thesame ranking of trend ratios in its shoesales
as in its total store sales. Consequently, the eight ratioswere ranked first for shoe depart-
ments and then for total department stores. The twosets of rank numbers (cola. 3 and4)
arc similar for al except New York and Dallas. The rankcorrelation coefficient is .5when
all are included, .8 when only New York isexcluded.
Amplitude of Cyclical Movements. The amplitudeof cyclical movements inthe various
districts may also be compared for shoedepartments and total departmentstore sales.
Table A-4 presents the results of sucha calculation. The fall from the specificpeak in the
neighborhood of the 1929 reference peakto the specific trough in the neighborhoodof the
1933 reference trough was calculated andexpressed as a percentage of theaverage standing
during the cycle phase. Analogousprocedures were followed for the rise from1933 to 1937
and for the fall from 1937 to 1938. Thepercentage rise or fall for shoe departmentsand for total department stores is given,together with the rank standing ofthese figures for each of the eight districts. The rankstandings of the various districtsseem relatively similar
for each of the three-cycle phaseswhen, first, sales of shoe departmentsand, second, sales
TABLE A-4
COMPARIJN OF CYCLICALAMPLITUDE OF SHOE DEPARTMENTAND TOTAL DEPARTMENT STORESALES IN EIGHT FEDERAL
RESERVE DISTRICTS, 1928-1938












DeclineRank Richmond T 41 8 49 5 7 7 S 36 8 38 6 10 6½
Philadelphia T 53 5 38 6 18 2 S 79 1 52 3 14 4
New York T 43 7 27 8 12 4 S 38 7 31 8 15 3
Boston T 49 6 32 7 8 6 S 51 6 32 7 9 8
Cleveland T 64 2 59 2½ 22 1 S 59 5 49 4 22 1½
Chicago T 68 1 59 2½ 16 3 S 69 2 55 2 22 1½
Dallas T 57 3 65 1 5 8 S 67 3 60 1 13 5
San Francisco T 56 4 53 4 9 5 S 65 4 47 5 10 6½
United States T 55 49 13 S 57 42 10
Coefficient of rank correlation .7 .8 .7of total department stores provide the basis of the districts' rank position. The coefficients
of rank correlation are .7 or .8 for each phase.'
Combining the District Series into a National Total
The evidence supplied by the preceding analysis requiresus to combine the district series
in accordance with a weighting system reflecting the relative importance of shoe sales by
department stores in the various Fedefal Reserve districts. In order to arrive at sucha set
of figures several sources of information were considered. information about shoe sales
of department stores based on commodity data of the 1929 and 1939census of distribu-
tion is insecure and difficult to compile. The results of an attempt to doso are shown in
column 1 of Table A-5.
TABLE A-5
WEIGHTS FOR SHOE DEPARTMENT AND TOTAL DEPARTMENT STORE SALES
IN EIGHT FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICTS AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
UNITED STATES SALES, 1939
The Census of Business, Vol. I, Retail Trade, 1939, Part 2 gave for each state the ratios of shoe
to total sales of department stores reporting commodity information separately for women's and
children's, men's and boys'1 and basement shoe departments. The three percentage figures were
summed and applied to sales of all department stores in the state. Estimated sales first for shoes
and then for total department store sales were summed for all states included in a given Federal
Reserve district. Since the detailed geographic data available in 1929 were not tabulated in 1939,
the sales of states falling in two or more districts were apportioned on the basis of the 1929 ratios
of included to excluded sales, and thus an estimate of shoe sales of department stores in each
Federal Reserve district was obtained. This figure was divided by an estimate of shoe sales of
department stores based on data on commodity sales for the country as a whole given in the
1939 census.
b Obtainedas described in note a, except that data for total sales of department stores were used.
Percentage figures calculated from cot. I of the table on p. 545 of Federal Reserve Bulletin,
June 1944. This table gives the result of a special census tabulation of sales by department stores
in 1939, including sales taxes and excluding catalogue sales of mail order houses. This tabulation
was requested by the FRB in order to calculate the weights for its revised index of sales of
department stores.
4Percentage of sales by the FRB sample of department stores reported by stores in each Federal
Reserve district, 1939-1941. The figures were supplied to us through the courtesy of Woodlief
Thomas, Assistant Director, Division of Research and Statistics, Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System.
Comparisons for 1937-1938 are deteriorated by the fact that for the shoe data the standing at
the trough was frequently based on 2 rather than 3 months. April was unduly high because of
a late Easter; therefore, since March could not also be included, it seemed best to exclude April
when the turn fell in May and base the standing on May and June only. The department store



















Richmond 6.4 6.6 6.6 6
Philadelphia 7.3 7.0 6.8 7
New York 11.2 14.1 15.4 17
Boston 5.7 6.8 6.7 6
Cleveland 8.6 9.3 11.1 12
Chicago 23.6 23.0 20.1 19
Dallas 4.4 3.7 3.8 3
San Francisco 10.3 11.8 12.8 14Alternatively, approximationsto the desired weightingscheme may be madeusing total department store sales, and for thiswe have census data (cols. 2and 3) and weightsfrom the Federal Reserve Boardsample (col. 4). The tablesuggests that the variousdata yield roughly similar results, andwe select column 4 as theone that combinesan acceptable basis of inclusion and exclusionwith a ready figure for alltwelve districts. Actually,these figures give the proportion thatthe sales reported bystores in each Federal Reservedistrict bear to sales reported byall of the fourteen hundredor so stores throughout thecountry that presented statisticsto the Federal Reserve Boardor district banks in 1939, 1940,and 1941. But the selection of thesample was predicatedon the special censustabulations in column 3. Sales of mail orderhouses are excluded andsales taxes allowed for."
The four districts for whichno shoe data are available- St. Louis, Atlanta, Minne- apolis, Kansas City, carrieda total weight of 16, whichwas distributed among theother districts with the exceptionof the North and MiddleAtlantic sections, inapproximate proportion to the weight alreadyassigned them. The exceptionwas indicated by an exam- ination of district indexesof income payments andtotal department store sales,which suggested that the shoe sales of thefour unrepresented districtswould be unlike those of the central and northerlyeastern seaboard states. The finalweights for 1927 to datewere Richmond, 8; Philadelphia, 7;New York, 17; Boston, 6;Cleveland, 16; Chicago, 24; Dallas, 4; San Francisco, 18."
The index numbers for eachdistrict were multiplied bytheir respective weights and, where necessary, changedto a 1939 base in one operation.The eight index numberswere then combined into a single nationalindex.
Correction for Changing Date ofEaster
In each of the district series theseasonal correction failedto adjust for Easter, since its
shifting date cannot be allowedfor in the average monthlystandings used in the seasonal
corrections. This fact madenecessary an additional correction which,however, could be postponed until the district series hadbeen combined into the nationalindex of sales of shoe departments.
The method used is similar inprinciple, though somewhatdifferent in detail, to the one used by the Federal Reserve Board intheir department store index."It involved
determining the characteristic fashionin which seasonally adjustedsales for March and
April deviated from theaverage sales of February through June,correlating these devia-
tions with the changing date ofEaster, and adjusting for thetypical association."
"size of the shoe sample,except in the case of Chicago and Cleveland,bears sonic relation to that of department stores as a whole.Equating the sum of theirweights for seven districts to that of the department store data in col.4-77 the figures are Richmond,6.0; New York, 16.0; Boston, 8.7; Cleveland, 20.0; Chicago,12.8; Dallas, 2.7; San Francisco,10.5. This means that the choice betweenthe two basic weighting schemesoutlined above, p. Xl, was largely theoretical, since the actualdistrict weights would have beennot very different in either case. To learn this, however,we needed to obtain the other weights.Also, had we not wished to examine the district indexesto select a weighting scheme,we would have wished to do so to evaluate the worth of theindex, a problem consideredmore particularly later.
"For 1926, when the weights of theRichmond district had to beredistributed, the weights were Richmond, 0; Philadelphia, 7; NewYork, 19; Boston, 7; Cleveland,17; Chicago, 26; Dallas, 4; San Francisco, 20. The 1926 andsubsequent indexes were linkedin a continuous series.
"See the April 1928 issue of theFederal Reserve Bulletin,pp. 239-24 1.
"specifically, each year the seasonallycorrected data for March andApril were expressed as ratios to the S-month average of Februarythrough June. The deviationsof the resulting ratios from 1.00 were then plotted againstthe date of Faster for theyear in question. The Easter dates ranged from March 24 to April21. Aprit deviations wereplotted with their signs reversed,
88SALES OF SHOE CHAINS
The data are based on the dollar sales of six shoe chains for 1926 through 1931 and five
thereafter and were obtained through the courtesy of the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York and the cooperation of an additional chain store company. After our index had been
completed, the Department of Commerce finished a far more comprehensive set of data
on sales of shoe chains, which begins in 1935. This material provided an interesting check
on our computations and was, as explained at the outset, used in preparing the final version
of our shoes sales index for 1935-194 1. It was not, however, joined with our chain store
series, which presents a consistent picture for 1926-1940.
The six chains include one family, one women's, and four men's shoe store chain sys-
tems. In 1932 the women's shoe chain dropped out. The family shoe store chain, however,
is far larger than the other companies except in the last few years of the series, when the
phenomenal growth of one of the other chains relegated it to second place. The six chains
sold about 15 per cent of the sales of shoe chains recorded by the 1929 census, and the
five chains sold about 14 per cent of the sales of shoe chains recorded by the 1939 census.
Since for the country as a whole sales of men's shoe chains were considerably smaller
than those of women's chains and far smaller than those of family chains, these varIous
sorts of outlets receive weight in our sample very different from that for the country as
a whole. The big majority of the sales of men's shoe chains are included in the sample,
whereas the proportion of family chains is far smaller and women's chains are not repre-
sented at all after 1932.
Construction of the Index
The aggregate dollar sales of the sample for each month were expressed as relatives of
the average monthly sales in 1939. For the six years, 1926-1931, for which the sales of
an additional chain were included, the 1939 base was raised to include hypothetically
the additional chain. These monthly index numbers were then corrected for seasonal
variation and for the shifting date of Easter by the same methods that were applied to
the department store data (see pp. 81, 88).
INDEX OF SALES OF SHOE DEPARTMENTS
AND SHOE CHAINS
In order to consolidate all our direct information concerning sales of shoes to consumers,
we combined the indexes for shoe departments and shoe chains.
so that the observations provided by March and April could be used in combination to determine
the correction factors. The graph suggested that the deviations from normal sales, related to a
shift in the date of Easter, align themselves in a succession of plateaus, rather than along a
slanting line, as Easter shifts from its earliest to latest date; the size of the typical deviations
changes systematically, of course, from plateau to plateau. The four groups of Easter dates within
which the deviations seemed to remain more or less level were April 1 and earlier, April 4-8,
April 9-13, April 16 and after. The average deviation within each period was determined by
inspection, and the correction factor was obtained by adding that deviation to 1.00 for March
and subtracting it from 1.00 for April. The four correction factors for March were 1.11, 1.01,
.97 and .91, and for April, .89, 99, 1.03, and 109. The uncorrected index numbers for March
and April for a given year were then divided by the correction factor for March and April
respectively that was appropriate to the date of Easter in that year.
89Combining the Two Indexes
Here, as in the case of the several district series for department Stores,a Weightingsystem is required. Here too, before a choice can be made, it is necessaryto decide whetherthe two series ought to be regarded as samples of a single Universe or whether
(here are signifi-
cant differences between the behavior of department store and Specialtychain store sales
of shoes. In the first case the weighting scheme should reflect samplesize; in theSecond, the proportion of total shoe sales in the country made by eachof the twoSorts of
distributors.
Whatever our decision, it happens that the actual weights wouldbe virtually thesame,
for the two samples are about equal, as is the proportion of total shoesales made in 1939
by the two groups of stores that the samples represent.
TABLE A-6
SHOE SALES OF SPECIFIED DISTRIBUTORS,1939
REPORTING SAMPLE
%of
TYPE OF STORE MilLSTold
Department Stores 43.6 50
Chain Stores 43.9 50
Computations based on commodity sales and otherdata fromSixteenth Census of the United States, 1940, Census of Business, 1939.
bShoe sales of all apparel or general merchandisestores as well as department stores.
Sales of all other shoe stores as wellas chain shoe stores.
Table A-6 shows that the samplesizes would indicate 50-50 weightsand the "repre-
sentative" principle would weight departmentstores by slightly less. But the chainstore
sample actually includes only fiveorganizations, and since any singleorganization is
always subject to some special andconsequently atypical influences,one would be loath
to weight these five businessesmore heavily than the large number of independentorgan-
izations included in the departmentstore sample. We concluded, therefore,that 50-50
weights would roughly satisfyboth weighting criteria, and thesewere used.
I might add that, thoughthe coincidence that I have describedobviates the need to
study how the chain store databehave at this point, suchan investigation is necessary to
a final evaluation of our sales figures.As we see in Part II,pp. 117-119, differences between
the course of shoe sales inchain and in departmentstores seem in line with expectations
based on what we knowof the differences in incomereceipts and sorts of shoes bought
by the predominaitype of customer of the twosorts of distributors.
The question whether thetwo series should be adjusted fortrend prior to combining
them was decided in thenegative. It will be recalled thatthe department store series was
judged to havea slightly downward trend relativeto that which would have appeared
had all departmentstores been included. The chainstore series, however, seemed to move
more or less in accordance withthe census bench marks." Notrend correction was made
for either series, sinceone would in any event have to be madefor the combined total in
order to make itrepresentative of total retail sales ofshoes. Further, trend correction of
"Taking 1929as 100, the index numbers for allshoe chain stores and leased departments from theCensu, of Ditpjbtjo5and the National Bureau ofEconomic Research index of shoe chains respectively were: 1929 100,100; 1933 61, 63; 193579, 83; 1939 99, 97.
'90
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550.5' 57the two indexes - department and chain store shoe sales - would affect primarily the
relative weight of each series from year to year, and that not very materially.d Census
bench marks for 1929 and 1939, the only basis for the correction, are inadequate, and
so the enterprise did not seem worth undertaking.
Adjustment for the Number of Saturdays and Sundays in a Month
It will be useful to describe at this point a step which was actually taken after the index
had been adjusted to represent total retail shoe sales and expressed in dollar fonn. The
adjustment could quite as well have been made in the combined shoe sales index for
department and chain shoe stores, and logically it belongs at that point. Indeed, since
store hours for chain and department stores often vary, it would have been preferable to
correct the two component series separately.
The dollar sales figures - reported by cooperating stes - on which our index is based
are total sales for one month. When the month happens to have f qe Sundays, it has
one less selling day than usual. Then, too, different days of the week typically account for
more or less than one-sixth of the week's sales. Saturday especially is noted for carrying
far more than its proportionate share. There is reason to belieie, therefore, that months
with five Saturdays would have higher sales and those with five Sundays lower ones than
normal months.
After noting in the charts that month-to-month irregularities in the index seemed to
conform to these presuppositions, a test was made in the following way: Each month was
expressed as a ratio to a centered five-month moving average. Each of these ratios was
put in one of four groups depending on whether the month had five Saturdays and five
Sundays, five Saturdays and four Sundays, four Saturdays and five Sundays or four Sat-
urdays and four Sundays. it was found that the average ratios, 1926 through 1940, were,
for each of the four groups respectively, 1.015, 1.037, .959, 9931? The correction factors
were applied by dividing each monthly sales figure by the ratio appropriate to it.
Weather Correction
The following is a description of a method of adjustment for variations in shoe sales due
to abnormal weather temperatures. Though the resulting correction was not put to use
on the final sales series, the method is deemed to be of sufficient interest to justify this
short digression.
The adjustment is based on the hypothesis that an early onset of the year's season
stimulates, and a belated one depresses, shoe buying at the turn of the season. Conse-
quently, we expect that in the months February through June (incorporating turns of
two seasons - winter to spring and spring to summer) above normal temperatures would
be associated with relatively high, and below normal with relatively low, shoe buying,
The 50-50 weights are realized in the base year, 1939, when both index numbers are 100 and
maintained until, moving backward, 1936. But since the shoe chain store sales show some
upward trend relative to department shoe sales, by 1926 the average annual weights are 56-44.
This shift in weights is of course somewhat exaggerated by the failure to correct for that portion
of the relative downward trend in the shoe departments index that is spurious.
It is interesting to note that the corresponding ratios computed for our final sales estimates
for the years 1935-1941, which were, it will be recalled, based on the department store series
and Commerce data for independent and chain shoe stores, were 1.017, 1.041, .952, and .995.
Considering that the first set of data are drawn from the period 1926 through 1940 and the
second set from 1935 through 1941, and that they are based on data which are partially different
in composition, the figures are surprisingly similar.
91whereas in the months August and September, abnormal temperatures exert an opposite
effect."
The procedure for testing this hypothesis and obtaining the correction factors is analo-
gous to the one used in adjusting monthly data for the changing number of Saturdays and
Sundays. First, a five-month moving average (centered at the third month) was taken of
dollar shoe sales corrected for seasonals and for Saturdays and Sundays. Next, percentage
ratios of the original data to the five-month moving average were computed for each
month. Then all the months (Februaries through Junes, Augusts, and Septembers) in
which abnormal temperatures were observed were classified into two groups: those with
temperatures expected to have a stimulating effect on shoe sales and those with tempera-
tures expected to have a depressing effect, respectively. In each group the sales ratios were
added up and averaged, yielding the figures 101.8 for the stimulating and 98.3 for the
depressing group. After a statistical test confirmed the signficance of the difference between
these two figures, they would have served as correction factors. That is, the shoe sales
figure for each month in each of the two groups would have been divided by therespec-
tive group average - thus tending to eliminate the average influence of the effect of the
weather.
It will be evident from the above that the difficulty which preventedus from actually
using the adjustment lies in the concept of a mean national temperature. The virtual 1-1
weights for the selected regions implicit in the national average certainly do not correspond
to the relative volumes of shoe sales in these regions. In other words, the proper procedure
requires a decomposition of our total series into the respective "weather regions" and
separate weather corrections on each component series prior to their combination. Conse-
quently, though the work did seem to confirm the presence ofan influence of abnormal
weather on shoe buying, the measures described above cannot be takenas properly repre-
senting its quantitative impact.
ESTIMATES OF TOTAL SHOE SALES
IN THE UNITED STATES
The combined department and chain store monthly indexeswere adjusted for trend and
converted to dollar figures in the following steps: (I) constructingpreliminaryannual
estimates of total shoe sales; (2) converting the index of departmentand chain shoe sales
to dollar figures of shoe sales by these outlets; (3) expressing the totalannual dollar sales
of shoes as a ratio to the annual sales by department andchain shoe stores, 1926-1940;
(4) fitting an exponential trend line to the ratios; (5) adjustingthe monthly dollar esti-
mates of shoe sales of department and chain stores by multiplying themby monthly trend
values derived from the exponential equation.
This outline indicates that we rejected the notionof basing a trend correction on
bench-mark information given by theCensus of Distributionthat provided commodity
""Normal" monthly temperatures were computed in thefollowing manner: we selected 9 cities
comparable in geographic coverage with our shoe salesseries - Boston, New York, Richmond,
Harrisburg, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis, Los Angeles,and San Francisco - and averaged
their mean temperatures for each month for theyears 1926 through 1942, weighting both of
the last two cities by two-thirds. These approximationsto national temperatures were then aver-
aged for all the Februaries, Marches, etc., to giveus a normal (actually, average) temperature
figure for each month of the year.
"Abnormal" temperatures were defined as thoseexceeding a range of ± 0.8 to ± 1.6 (depend-
ing on dispersion of the data) from the normal.
92data in 1929 and 1939. We have mentioned these figures before; they are not sufficiently
reliable to support this sort of superstructure.'
The next problem was to devise dollar estimates of all sales of shoes to final domestic
consumers other than the United States government. The two sets of data - those for
shoe departments and those for chain shoe stores - are all the monthly information avail-
able for the whole period. Study of these figures, undertaken in Part II of this Appendix,
suggests that they are not quite adequate to give a respectable idea of cyclical or subcyclical
waves in consumer shoe buying. Long-term trends in buying, on the other hand, could
hardly be properly portrayed by these figures. For one thing, we have noted that the
department store data have a downward trend bias. But even were the trends for both
shoe departments and chain stores perfectly represented, there is no reason to suppose
that the trend of shoe sales by other sorts of outlets would be similar. Clearly, then, the
monthly indexes of shoe sales by department and chain stores must be adjusted to the
trend of total shoe sales.
Preliminary Annual Estimates of Shoe Sales
Since we have utilized all the available information on retail shoe sales, independent esti-
mates could be based only on information about production of shoes. Shoe output minus
exports plus imports minus an increase (or plus a decrease) in inventories of finished
shoes in commercial hands equals the number of shoes moving to the final consumer. The
number multiplied by the appropriate price equals the value of consumer buying.
Information on monthly output of shoes has been collected by the Bureau of the Census
since 1921. The reports cover between 95 and 99 per cent of the industry's output. One
very rough way of adjusting for inventory change is to average output figures for two or
more years. But this system is not likely to be good enough, since we know that particu-
larly during the three years 1930-1932 change in stocks was both great and in the same
direction; consequently, we must try to make a specific allowance for them. A description
of this effort and the other steps in arriving at the preliminary estimates follows.
Adjustment for Net Imports and Undercoverage. The monthly figures for shoe produc-
tion, compiled by the Bureau of the Census on the basis of reports by the large majority
of the country's shoe manufacturers, were raised to the level of production of all shoe
manufacturers by dividing each year's figure by a coverage percentage. These percentages
'1Thre is considerable dissimilarity in the commodity data as obtained in 1929 and 1939. The
sources of noncomparability for census data on commodity sales are:
1929 1939
Basis for selection of
stores.
Proportion of all stores




Willingness and ability to
submit the required infor-
mation.
U.S. totals are simple
averages of state data for
geographicdivisions and
simple averages of geo-
graphic divisions.
Minimum sales: $60,000,
location in city of over
10,000 population.
Substantial difference in the two years. For the two years
respectively, the percentages were: family clothing stores,
61, 64; men's shoe stores, 30, 83; women's shoe stores, 88,
86; family shoe stores, 42, 67; department stores (total),
84, 70; general merchandise stores (without food), 21, 60.
U.S. totals are total sales
of given commodity and
total sales of stores submit-
ting commodity data.
93.ance had to be made for stocks of bags, stockings, and the like. After studying the turn-
over ratios of these items in department stores, it was assumed that such stock would turn
slightly more than twice as fast as shoes, hence roughly twice as fast as total stocks of
shoe stores. On the basis of this assumption and the sales data we calculated that the ratio
of other than shoe stocks to total stocks was 3.6 per cent in 1929 and 5.4 per cent in 1939.
In estimating shoe inventories of apparel and general merchandise stores, the census
commodity sales data were used after raising for undercoverage. The estimates of shoes
sold by these stores were converted to estimates of shoe inventories by applying a turn-
over ratio based on shoe departments of department stores of 2.3 for 1929 and 2.5 for
I 939. The estimates of shoe inventories held by shoe stores were added to those of all
other stores selling shoes at retail to obtain an estimate of shoe inventories held by retailers
in 1929 and 1939 - the required bench-mark figures.
The next step involved developing year-end data for 1926-1940 on shoe inventories of
department stores. Five of the seven Federal Reserve district banks that compile informa-
tion on sales of shoe departments of department stores also have data on stocks of depart-
ments of a good many of the stores reporting sales. These figures were formed into nation-
wide indexes of department store stocks of men's and boys' shoes and of women's and
girls' shoes." The two series were combined in seasonally corrected form with a 1-1
weights and a 1939 base. This work was all done on a monthly rather than merely end-
of-year basis, since the indexes would be required in this form in another connection. The
December index numbers were then linked to an estimate of shoe stocks of all retailers
in 1939. The resulting estimate of retailers' inventories in 1929 could then be compared
with estimates obtained directly from the census of distribution for that year.
The figure derived from extrapolation using department store data was considerably
lower than that derived from the census. In other words, all shoe stocks fell more between
1929 and 1939 than did the stocks of our sample of department stores. Using as a base
December 31, 1939 stocks of $471.3 million in both cases, December 31, 1929 stocks
were $718.7 million according to the computation based on the census and $546.7 mil-
lion according to the department store index. Assuming that this difference is a function
of the difference between the trend of all shoe stocks and of those held by the reporting
The sales-stocks ratios used here were based on average turnover ratios reported to the Con-
trollers Congress of the National Retail Dry Goods Association by five size groups of department
stores. Since the National Retail Dry Goods Association figures refer to ratios of sales to average
stocks for the year, we changed them to end-of-year sales-stocks ratios by using our five district
department store shoe stocks indexes and information supplied us by another source to find the
relationship between average and end-of-year stocks. The average turnover ratios for 1929 and
1939 were 2.2 and 2.3 respectively; corrected to end-oj.year turnover ratios, they became 2.3 and
2.5 respectively.
These same data were to be used for computing monthly sales-stock ratios which would be
compared with changes in shoe production. Since we have an index of production of men's and
of women's shoes, it was desirable to have also the sales-stock ratios separately for men's and
women's shoe departments. The study of the district shoe sales indexes made possible by the
seasonal adjustment of each of the sectional series indicated that this step could be omitted for
other department store data. Consequently, the seasonal adjustment was made after the district
shoe department data for each of the men's and women's shoes had been combined for the coun-
try as a whole into two series - stocks of men's and of women's shoe departments.
The district weights developed for the sales figures were used for the stock data. Since Dallas.
San Francisco, and Philadelphia did not submit usable information on department store stocks,
the weights carried by these districts were distributed among the other five - New York, Boston,
Richmond1 Chicago, and Cleveland - for 1927-1940. In 1926, Richmond was not included and the
weighted data for the four districts were linked to the 1927 figures. Men's and women's stocks
were combined with a 1-1 weight, since although fewer men's than women's shoes are sold (the
weights for sales were 40-60), men's shoe stocks typically turn somewhat more slowly than
women's. The size of stocks therefore would be nearer equal than would sales.
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.sample of department stores, we apportioned it evenly over the ten-year interval,
and the annual correction was also extended backward to 1925. In justification of
this sort of trend adjustment one can say little more than that it was the simplest, and
there wasno basis for preferring an alternative.
Stocks on hand of wholesalers of shoes and other footwear were,accorduag to the
Census of Business,$69.4 million at the end of 1929 and $30.6 millionat the end of1939
(valued at cost)
UAdding the average margin between wholesalecost and retailselling
price 40 per cenr of retail - the figures for the two years were $115.7
millica and
$51.1 million respectively. This amounted to an average decline over the
ten.year periori
of $6.46 million a year. But changes in the value of wholesajers stockscould not be
approximated by a straight-line interpolation and extrapolation ofthis annualtrend
decrement. Between 1929 and 1933, at least, a heavy cyclical factoroperating 1)0thon
prices and on pair inventories must have been superimposed On the trend
decline. We
estimated the impact of cyclical decrease in stocks during this periodfrom the cyclical
component of the fall in shoe department sales - it came to a 32 per cent dropfrom 1929
for the three years 1929-1932 - and used this figure in conjunction withthe annuaL trend
decrement of $6.46 million to allocate the total adjustment to each year.'
The estimates of retailers' and wholesalers' inventories areexpressed in current doll.
This means that a decrease in inventories might represent in parta decline in the physical
stock actually removed from the shelves and in part a decline in theaverage price of
stock due to lower purchase price or markdown. In order tocalculate retail sajesby adding a decrease in inventories to current production, it isnecessary to eliminate the
price element in changes in stocks. This was done for wholesaleand retail stockscom-
bined, by dividing the dollar estimates by a price of year-endinventories obtained by
averaging August through December prices, November andDecember given double
weights. The weighted five-month average representsan effort roughly to approximate
price tags actually carried by goods in stockon December 31. The price index used for
this and other aspects of the trend adjustment is theaverage factory price of shoes raised
by a fixed distributors' margin.
The only data available on changes in manufacturers'inventories of shoes are the
year-end statistics on the value of finished inventories heldby shoe manufacturers for
UThe figures combine the classifications of limited functionwholesalers, manufacturers' sales
branches, and agents and brokers.Fifteenth Census oJ the United States, 1930, CensusofDis-
tribution, Vol. II, Wholesale Distribution, 1929,p. 75; Sixteenth Census of the United States,
1940,Census of Business, Vol. II, Wholesale Trade, 1939,pp.49, 52, 56.
UThis figure was obtained by converting the wholesale andretail gross margins, given in the
Surveyof Current Business, July 1942, Table 3, to a percentage of retailprice. The average
figure for 1929 and 1939 was 40.5. But this estimateassumes that the average gross margin of
all retailers is applicable to retailers who buy theirmerchandise from wholesalers. It seems likely
that the proper figure would be slightly lower.As a token acknowledgment of this fact, 40.0
raiher than 40.5 was used.
£1The details of the computationwere: we assumed that wholesale stocks dropped, between 1929
and 1932, by 32 per cent of the 1929value, or $37.0 million, because of cyclical factors and
added to this set of factors the annualtrend drop of $6.46 for three years, or $19.4 million. This
gave December 31, 1932, inventories of $59.3 million(115.7 - [37.0 + 19.4]), and the differ-
ence between this figure and the 1929 bench-mark figurewas interpolated in equal annual incre-
ments for 1929-1932; the difference between the1932 figure and 1939 was similarly inpolatd
evenly between 1932 and 1939 and projectedfor 1940. The basic trend increments of $6.46
million were used to extrapolate the1929 figure back to 1926.
Wholesale prices were those calculatedby the Tanners' Council of America; they linked the
index of wholesaje price of shoescompiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics to the average pnCC
of shoes at the factory obtainedevery two years by dividing the value by the number Of pairs of
ihoes produced as reported by thebiennialCensusofManufactures.We raised these figures each
month by 41 per cent of the retail value(that is, divided them by the complement of .41 or S9).
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Ithe years 1936-1949, published in the biennial Census of Manufactures. Indexes relating
to other stages of the production and distribution process cannot be used as substitutes,
since the factors determining inventory change differ at each stage and consequently the
pattern of change may be quite different.
The alternative we selected was to apply a typical turnover ratio to production figures.
It indicates how one of many influences that bear on stocks - physical requirements of
changing production schedules - might have operated could it have been segregated.
Actually, my later work in this industry and that by Abramovitz for manufacturing indus-
tries as a whole suggested that shoe inventories of manufacturers would be more likely
to have an inverse association with output rather than the positive associationimplied by
assumed constant turnover rate. The impact of the possible error from the mistaken
judgment underlying these calculations on the estimates of shoe sales is fortunately not
large, as will be seen from discussion on pages 107-110, 121.
The estimates of the number of pairs of finished shoes carried by producers were added
to those carried by wholesalers and retailers. The change in inventoriesin all hands from
one year-end to the next was then computed. An increase ininventories was subtracted
and a decrease added to the number of pairs of shoes produced for domesticconsumption
during the year to obtain the estimate of retail sales of shoes during the year. Thesefigures
were then converted to dollar form by multiplying by theTanners' Council factory price
of shoes raised to a retail level by a 41 per cent markup at retail. These,then, are the
preliminary annual estimates of shoe sales.
Monthly Dollar Shoe Sales of Department and Chain Stores. At the second steps'1939
census materials were used for the constructionof an estimate of shoe sales (in dollars)
by department stores and shoe chains. The estimate served as abasis for conversion of
the annual index numbers of the combined department and chain storeseries into a series
of dollar volume. The derivation of the base year figure involved the useof 1939 census
data by types of outlets and by commodities for chain stores,leased departments, and
department stores. It also involved uneasy guesses concerningprobable undercoverage
of the census data. For both chain stores and department storesit was assumed that the
percentage undercoverage was very considerably less thanfor all sales of shoes.
Trend Correction. In order to see how the trend of the sample ofdepartment and chain
store sales differs from that of all shoe sales,first, department and chain store shoe sales
were subtracted from total shoe sales, and,second, total shoe sales were divided by the
department-chain shoe sales. The two sets of figures - absolutedifferences and ratios -
were plotted against a time scale andcompared visually. The ratios were selected as the
better mode of expression since they considerablylessened the deep cyclical movement
present in the original series and in their differences.The trend of the ratios could there-
fore be more adequately determined than that of thedifferences.
"The ratio was based on the biennial Census of Manufacturesfor 1936-1939. However, several
adjustments had to be made on the data before they couldbe used to compute the typical turn-
over ratio: (1) Adjustment for undercoverageusing a ratio which the value of products for the
firms reporting inventories bore to the value of productsof all leather footwear estabhshments
reporting to the census; (2) raising the basis of inventoryvaluation from cost to selling price
using a markup of 13 per cent, a figure obtained byconsolidating information from a number of
sources; (3) transforming value into pairdata by means of a price deflation thatendeavored to
reproduce a cost or market, whichever is lower, principleof cost accounting.
The pair inventory figures were then comparedwith the pair production data. For each of the
four years 1936-1939 the ratio of production toyear-end inventories was computed. The figures
were 14.0, 12.3, 20.7, 21.4; theyaveraged 17.1. These turnover ratios are both toohigh and too
variable for comfort. Nevertheless, there seemednothing to do but to proceed with the plan of
applying the average ratio to annual production,1925-1940, including for the sake of consistency
the four years when actual year-end inventorydata were available.
"See pp. 92-93 above.
97.CHART A-2
RELATIONSHIP HETWEENPRELIMINARY ESTIMATEOF TOTALSHOESALES

























not beconslsknt with anysimple growthprinciple suchas uniform absoluteor percentage
sales aggregatwould not need toconform to somesimple mathematicalprinciple, long-term
rc.,ult from somesort of differentialgrowth in the twoseries. Although thegrowth of the two
percentage growfj1 forboth of theseries although itwould also ofcourse be consistent with
Incremente for bothseries. Anexponential curve fit to theratios would be consistentwith uniform
growiji frequently does.An arithmct1strajght..Jjfit to the ratios ofthe two sets of figures would
other forms, Inaddition, it was faintlypreferable on logicalgrounds.
line fit to thelogarithms of theratio, seemedto suit the materialslightly better than the
metJjoJ was adopted.The equationy = ab, which may beactually appliedas a straight-
Afterexpernnentjng with freehandcurves, straight lines, andexponential curves, the latter
The trend inthe ratio oftotal shsales to departmeflthainshoe sales wouldpresumably
The equtionwas fitted to theannual ratios for1926-1935, since thetrend disappeared
As Chart A-2indicates, the trendwas downward untilabout 1936 and thenevaporated.
98thereafter. A smooth transition was effected between the two periods by moderating the
rate of decline of the first period from the ninth month prior to the month of intersection
of the two trend lines - July 1935 - to the ninth month after the month of intersection,
so that from September 1934 the trend values had gradually diminishing rates of decline
until April 1936, after which they were zero.
The estimates of shoe sales by department and chain stores were then multiplied by
the trend ratios to obtain monthly estimates of total shoe sales.
The New Data
THE SECOND SERIES FOR 1935-1941
In 1943 new statistics became available. They had been prepared by the Current Business
Analysis Unit of the Department of Commerce from monthly information starting in
1935, concerning sales of a goodly number of retail stores.N
The independent store sample was obtained from between 60 and 70 stores in 1935 and
increased to between 400 and 500 in 1939. About 25 shoe chain organizations supplied
information during the first few years, whereas between 40 and 50 are included in the
1941 and 1942 sample. An index of sales of each of the two types of shoe outlets, obtained
by averaging the change of an identical sample from the previous month and from the
same month of the previous year, is put on a dollar basis and adjusted for trend by using
the 1935 and 1939 Censuses of Distribution in conjunction with sales tax data from a
number of states.
These series have the advantage, in the first place, of giving direct representation to
sales of independent shoe stores. In the second place, the sample of chain stores is far larger
than ours. In the third place, our series for chain stores cannot be continued after 1940.
In view of these significant contributions it seemed desirable to utilize this new material
for the latter part of our series.
The Construction of the Estimates
The plan of procedure was simple enough. The Commerce data was put on a base repre-
senting sales of independent and chain shoe stores and leased departments. Our shoe
department index was put on a base representing sales of department, general, and apparel
stores, etc. The sum of these two series produce monthly estimates of total sales of shoes.
The Department of Commerce data included independent and chain shoe stores and
leased departments. Sales of such outlets totaled $617 million in 1939. This figure needed
to be reduced by sales other than shoes by this type of outlet and increased to allow for
census undercoverage. These operations performed on the 1939 census data produced a
figure of $645.3 million. Accordingly, the Department of Commerce data, after having
been adjusted for seasonal variation, were multiplied by the ratio of 645.3/617.0. They
were then corrected for the changing date of Easter in the manner previously described.
Since we estimated that all sales of shoes to final consumers totaled $1,263.1 million
in 1939, sales of outlets other than shoe stores were $1,263.1 minus 645.3, or $617.8. This
figure was used as the base of the department store index in 1939.
The two sets of data for each month were then added to obtain the new estimates of
sales of shoes for 1935-1941. A correction for the varying number of Saturdays and
Some of the data were published in the November 1943 Survey of Current Business, p. 12. We
also obtained some directly from the Department.
99.Sundays in a monthwas calculated and appliedin a manner similarto that described above, p. 91.
Splicing the Newand Old Series
The new and oldseries were splicedtogether in 1935. Since theJune 1935 figureshap- pened to be identical,a simple average of thetwo sets of estimateswas struck for June through December1935. This Splicingprovided a smoothtransition to thenew data. which were used alonefrom 1936 on; it alsoserved to reinforce theDepartment of corn. merce series during the lasthalf of 1935 whenthe sample on which itwas based was relatively small.
CHART A-3






The first andsecond sets of estimatesfor 1935-1940are plotted in Chart A-3.Although the two series haveabout one-half oftheir totalrepresented by thesame set of data- shoe departnenof departmentstores - the similarityis striking. Thisimpression survives a comparison of thetwo series with thecommon element droppedout, as shown by the two sets of chainstore indexes of shoesales, 1935.1940, inChart A-6, below.
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EVALUATION OF THE FiNAL ESTIMATES
In the first part of the Appendix we have described the mechanics of the construction of
estimates of total shoe sales in the United States. At each point, attention was centered
on decisions that had to be made with respect to the choices of data and methodological
steps in the estimating procedure.
In Part II an attempt is made to evaluate the reliability of the final results. Needless to
say, we cannot aim at exact measurement of margins of error. At best, we hope to arrive
at some notion of how good our estimates are for the main purposes they are intended
to serve, such as recording the general level, the trend movement, the timing and ampli-
tude of cyclical and subcyclical fluctuations in shoe sales.
THE BASE-YEAR FIGURE I
The general level of the estimates is determined by the base-year figure in 1939. This
figure for total sales of shoes, it will be recalled, is primarily predicated on shoe produc-
tion adjusted for exports, imports, and inventory change during the year and converted
to a dollar figure - $1,263.1 million.
Estimates Based on SalesofRetail Stores
The first step in appraising this figure was to square it with an independent, however
rough. estimate based on the census of retail trade. By using the census data on shoe
sales as a percentage of sales of stores reporting commodity breakdowns and applying
these percentages to sales of all stores of each type, we arrived at an estimate of shoe
sales which totals $974.1 million. Table A-7 outlines the computation. This figure is
$289 million less than the estimate based on the CensusofManufactures. How can this
discrepancy be explained?
Four sorts of factors might be expected to contribute to inadequacy of the figure based
on retail data: (1) Shoes may be sold by stores not reporting commodity breakdowns
that include the category "footwear"; (2) shoes may move to the consumer without
passing through retail stores; (3) total sales of various sorts of stores as reported to the
retail census may be too low; (4) the ratio for various types of stores of shoe sales to total
sales yielded by the commodity data may be too small.
In Table A-8 certain supplementary calculations take account of the first point -
stores not reporting shoe sales which nevertheless do sell them. The largest item in the
total is an estimate of shoe sales by general stores selling food, for which sales of shoes
are not separately listed in the commodity tabulations. Moreover, it is necessary to include
shoe sales by stores classified in this census as grocery and food stores of various sorts.
Also, the sale of rubber footwear needs to be estimated and subtracted from the total.
Table A-8 provides the details. This calculation reduces the discrepancy between shoe
sales as calculated from manufacturing and retail sales data to $171.7 million. Needless
to say, the supplementary estimates are very wobbly indeed.
As to shoes that do not pass through retail stores, they would, in the first place,
include shoes imported directly by tourists for their own use. It is difficult to think of any
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ITABLE A-7
CALCULATION OF SHOE SALESOF RETAIL STORES,1939 CENSUS (dollarfigures in thousands)
% OFSItOE
way in which the size of thisitem may be determined,but it seemsmost unlikely thatit was at all substantial in 1939. Inthe second place, shoessold directly byWholesajers and manufacpjrers to industrialusers or householdconsumers seem to havetotaled $17.5 million in 1939?' Theseshoes, thoughpurchased by their finalusers, would not have passed through retailstores.
3.Underrepo.of total retail sales isoccasioned by the fact thatenumerators who call after the close ofthe year cannot obtaininfonnation concerningthe sales of stores that have closed withinthe year. On the basisof a tabulation inthe 1933 Cen.sarof American Business, GeorgeStigler estimated,on what he believed to bea conservative basis, the extent towhich the demise ofstores caused the 1933census tabulation to under- state total retail sales. Applyingthe ratio of underestimationof total salesas calculated by Stigler for varioussorts of stores to the shoessales of those stores,we obtain a figure for 1939 of $34.5 millionshoe sales thatwere Presumably not includedin the estimate based on the census because thestores closed beforeenumerators called. This figure islittle more than a carefulguess, since it takes forgranted the variousassumptions upon which Stigler's figuresare based as well as certainadditional ones: that the1933 ratios are applicable to 1939 andthat total store ratiosare applicable to shoe sales. These two factors,sales by manufacturersand wholesalers to finalusers and absence of statistics on salesof stores closing duringthe census year,may, then, account for perhaps $52.0 million ofthe remaining discrepancyof $171.7 million betweensales as computed from manufacturingand sales data, leavinga residual discrepancy of $119.7. 4. This differencemay be explained inpart or wholly by the fact thatthe ratio of shoe sales to total salesfor several types ofstores may be systematicallytoo low. W. C. Trupp- ner, Chief, BusinessDivision, Bureau of theCensus writes: "Thecare with which the breakdown ofcommodity sales is made bythe respondent varies,of course, from store to store, but thereseems to be a tendencyto understate secondarylines and to overstate




























































SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES OF SHOE SALES OF RETAILSTORES, 1939
(dollar figures in thousands)
'Ratio from commodity sales tabulation, Sixteenth Census ofthe United States, 1940, Census
of Business1 Vol. 1, Retail Trade, 1939, Table18.
bThe shoe ratio for variety stores with sales of over$20,000 was applied to those with sales of
less than $20,000.
'Shoe sales as percentage of total sales of other thanshoe stores.
'Shoe sales as percentage of total sales of general storesin 1929. From special report, Apparel
Retailing (Fifteenth Census of the United States,1930, Census of Distribution, 1930. Retail
Distribution [Trade Series]), p. 29; p. 74, Table 7C.
Sales of general stores in 1929, $2,570,744, reducedby .8 1855, the ratio that sales of foodplus
general stores in 1939, $10,975,309,000, bore tosales of food plus general stores in 1929,
$13,408,165,000. This procedure was followed because ofthe statement contained in a letter
from W. C. Truppner, Chief, Business Division,Bureau of the Census, that many storesclassified
as general stores in 1929 wereclassified as food stores in 1939.
'Value of product of rubber footwear expressed as apercentage of value of product of rubber
and leather footwear is 5.56. Since rubber footwearis explicitly excluded in shoe sales ofshoe
stores but not in shoe sales of all other stores,this percentage figure was multipliedby shoe sales
of other than shoe stores ($1,072,455,000,above, minus sales of shoe stores perTable A-?,
$550,539,000 equals $521,916,000 times 5.56equals $29,019).
'Value of product of infants footwear,$17,600,000, plus value of product of slippersand mocca-
sins, $34,100,000 equals $51,700,000. One-quarterof the total was judged to have beensold in
parts of stores where they would notbe included in shoe sales. This amountof $12,925 was
raised by 41 per cent at retail (or divided by 59) toconvert value at factory to retailvalue.
"Value of beach sandals was $3,700,000according to the census of manufacturesin 1939. It
was assumed that two-ihirds ofthis total would not be included inthe shoe sales estimated above.
The figure was raised to a retail price in the samemanner as described in note g.
the primary lines as well as 'othersales'."Many stores which gavecommodity break-
downs but did not report any sales of shoesand rubber footwear mightnevertheless have
sold footwear and reported such salesunder the head of "women'sapparel," "accessories,"
Letter of February 13, 1945. Inconnection with this letter and severalothers, from which
many of the ideas expressed in thissection were obtained, I am deeplyindebted to Mr. Truppner









Infants wear stores .8 $13,436 $108
Variety stores with less than
20,000 sales 1.1" 73,968 814
Sporting goods stores 5.4' 56,914 3,073
Other apparel stores 5.4' 36,448 1,968
General stores with food and
grocery stores probably
caiying shoes 4.5' 2,052,714' 92,372
Total $ 98,335
add total from Table A-i





Total sales of leather footwear
add estimates of other sales of shoes:
1,043,436
¼ value of infants footwear and moccasins andslippers21,907'
's value of beach sandals 26,090" 1,091,433or "other sales."When, therefore,the dollar sales ofshoes and otherfootwear bystores reporting commoditybreakdowns is expressedas a percentage of totalsales of thesestores,
the resultingfigure may betoo low. This tendencywould probablynot be presentin the case of shoe salesin specialty shoestores and departmentstores, but it could
neveflhe1 account for asubstantial amountof understatement.The sales ofstores other thanshoe
and departmentstores for whichcommodity ratioswere available totaled$3,828.3million; shoe sales averaged4.9 per cent ofthe total. If theproper ratio had beenone percentage point higher,the estimate ofshoe sales wouldhave been raisedby about $38million. Actually, there isno way of tellingwhat the propercorrection would be. The meagerconclusion to bedrawn from theconfrontation ofour estimate basedon production datawith the onebased on census retaildata is thatno inconsistencyis evi- dent. Theoutstandingcharacteristic of thesupplementary estimatesis their highdegree of inaccuracy.These computationswould be morereliable forcommodities thatrepre- sent a larger proportionof the sales ofa more limited varietyof stores,particularly when these storestended to be largeor located in centralshopping areas. In the case ofshoes the marginsof error thataccompany the commoditydata are prob- ably wider thanthose associatedwith sales ofmanufacturingestablishments andthe adjustment fornet imports, inventorychange, andaverage price. Weproceed, then,to a direct appraisalof the estimatebased on productionfigures.
Estimates Basedon Production
The base-yearfigure $1,263.1million was obtainedin the following
way: production in 1939 adjustedfor undercoveragewas 437.4 millionpairs. This plusnet imports of2.0 million pairs minusa decrease in inventoriesof 3.8 millionpairs - assuggested byour preliminary estimates- equals 443.2 millionpairs, which whenmultiplied by theaverage retail price of$2.85 is $1,263.1million.
The record ofproduction andnet imports oughtto be reasonablyreliable. The figure for inventorychange, however,is altogetheruntrustworthy. Oneway - a poorone but the best atour disposal- of estimating theprobable limitswithin which thetrue figure for inventorychange during1939 would lieis to inspectthe estimates ofchange that resulted fromsome experimentationwith variousmethods ofestimating retailsales of shoes. Therange of the estimatesof inventorychange lies between-4.2 million pairsand + 11.0 million pairs.These estimatesyield sales valuesof $1,264.3million and$1,221.0 million respectively.
A second pointat which the basefigure is highlyvulnerable is theestimate ofaverage
price$2.85. The figureis the Tanners'Council'saverage factory priceof shoes raised by a 41per cent markup atretail. The factoryprice is basedprimarily on theaverage The inventorychange figures givenin the followingtable are in allcases estimated retailsales
minus productionof shoesas reported in thecensus. These "secondary"estimates of retailsales
are in all casesobtained by adjustingthe trend ofthe department-chainshoe sales indexto that
of preliminaryestimates basedon productionstatistics. Themethods of arrivingat the "prelimi.
nary" estimatesand of makingthe trend adjustmentsdiffer, as indicatedin the stub:
104
4
PRELIMINARY SECONDARY T.C.-NBER pricedata
3.8 Exponential trendfit
+2.5 Exponential trend fitthrough 1935 andCommerce data thereafter
4.2 Freehand trend fit
+4.2 NICB-NBER pricedata



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTES TO TABLE A-9
'Total sales of manufacturersto wholesale brancheswere $155,323,000(Sixteen:!,Cen.ratof
the United Slates, 1940,Census 01 Business, Vol. V.Distribution ofManufacturers' Saks,1939 p. 119). Sales of manufacturers towholesale branches for saleto industrialuser and fwalcon
sumer were$1,685,000 (ibid., Vol. it, WholesaleTrade, 1939,pp.122 if). Ibid., Vol. V,p.119.
Total sales of manufacturersto wholesalers and jobberswere $136,325,000(ibid.,p. 119).
Sales of manufacturersto wholesalers and jobbersfor resale to industrialusers and finalcon- sumers were $989,000 (ibid., VolII, pp. 122 if.).
'Bmcc M. Fowler andWilliam H. Shaw, "DistributiveCosts of Consumption
Commodities," Survey of Current Business,July 1942,p. 16,Table 3.
'Average expense of shoemanufacturers' sales branchesas percentage of salesis 12.2(Census of Business, 1939, Vol. II,p. 49) plusprofits of 1.8 equals34.0per cent of sales. Average expense of serviceand limited functionshoe wholesalers is12.8(ibid.) plussalaries
of349proprietors at $3,500per year equals 13.8 percent of sales, plus 2per cent profits. 'Expense of chainstore warehousesas reported in theFifteenth Censusof the UnitedStates,
1930: 6.7 per cent ofsales plus 1.5 per centprotit.
The ratio of salaryexpense to sales was about thesame in the 1935 and1939retail census tabulations. We thereforeused the 1935 totalexpense ratio for shoeretailers of 27.9.In 1929, salaries of proprietors,calculated at averagefull-time employeerate, were 3.5per cent of sales. But this is a very lowrate, and the percentagefigure was accordinglyraised to 5.0per cent (sala- ries of owners andofficers for 300 smallshoe stores surveyedby Dun andBradstreet in 1939 ranged from 16.1 forsmallest store group inthe smallest citiesto 6.8 for the largeststores in the largest city sizegroup[Standard RatiosforRetailing,Dun & Bradstreet,p. 71]). Profits of2
per cent were added tobring the gross marginpercentage to slightlyunder 35.0per cent of sales. To allow for possibleoverstatement ofexpenses and profits thefigure was cutto 33 per cent. (Dun and Bradstreetreported an averagegross margin of 32.9 forthe 300 smallstores surveyed.) 'In the case ofretailers dealing directlywith manufacturers,total costs areprobably somewhat higher than for smallerstores. Typical grossmargins for shoedepartments ofdepartment stores
were 37.7 as calculatedby the ControllersCongress of the NationalRetail Dry GoodsAsso-
ciation. Accordinglythe figure of 35.0was used.
price of shoesproduced in 1939as revealed by the biennialcensus data on quantitiespro- duced and value ofoutput. It changesslightly dependingon just how the volumeand value data detailed inthe census arematched, but reasonablevariations arevery small indeed- a cent or two. Anothersource of error resultsfrom using outputprices to describeretail prices forthe same period;presumably shoesare sold at retail quitea few months after they are produced,on the average, andthis lag oughtto be incorporatedin the calcula- tion. But thoughwhen priceswere changing rapidly,considerable errorcould perhaps result from failureto make thisallowance, thiswas not the case in1939.' A third possiblesource of error lies inthe figure of 41per cent - the spreadbetween price reported bythe manufacturerand price paid bythe consumer,expressed as a percent- age of the latter. Thisfigure scents to begenerally used inthe trade. Wehave endeavored to check it independentlyas well as to arriveat a judgmentas to the probable limitswithin which the truefigure for 1939might lie. Theprocedure consistedof estimatingtransporta- tion costs,wholesalers', or retailers'margins and applyingthem to the proportionof total production passingthrough the variouschannels of trade.The gross marginpercentages were arrived at afterexamining a greatmany sources ofinformation. Oneset of computa- tions is reproducedin Table A-9.
The quantitativeimportance of thiserror can be appraisedby making alternativeassumptions
that ought to boundthe area ofreality. Letus assume that theshoes sold in January1939 Were
purchased duringSeptember, October,November, andDecember 1938 andJanuary 1939, twiCe
as much in Decemberand Januaryas during the otherthree months. A41 per cent markupat
retail added tofactory prices,averaged andweighted in thisway for each month of1939, would
produce anaverage price of$2.82 for theyear instead of the$2.85 that representscurrent
prices only.
106The table yields a spread between factory and retail price of 40.3per cent of retail
price. To obtain the maximum and minimum reasonablerange, the gross margin per-
centages for the various operations were varied in accordance first with liberal, then with
niggardly assumptions, and the process of computation exhibited in the table repeated.
This procedure suggested that the total spread in 1939was probably not over 42 nor under
39 per cent of retail price. Combining this range with theone resulting from the use of
current or lagged wholesale prices, we get a maximum average price of $2.90 and a
minimum of $2.72. Since the calculation of inventory change will not- except by chance
- be affected by the absolute level of prices in 1939, it would be possible for differences
due to inventory and price to act in a cumulative manner. In Table A-b, therefore, the
maximum divergences are combined to producea cumulative result reflecting a range of
error due to imperfections in the calculation of inventory change and average price.
Averaging the maximum plus and minus errors, the calculations suggest thatour base
figure might err by ±5 per cent, or about ± $60 million.
TABLE A-b
RANGE OF ESTIMATES FOR 1939 REFLECTING FALLIBILITY OF INVENTORY
AND PRICE DATA
PRODUC- PRELIMINARY
TION AD- MINUS EXTREME
JUSTED P511- ESTIMATE
POR MATED %0I
UNDER- IN- PAIR ESTI- Pre-
COVERAOE VEN- SALES AVER- MATED limi-
AND NETTORY(cols. MW DOLLAR nary
IMPORTS CRANGE 1-2)PRICE SALES Esti-
ESTIMATE (millions 0/pairs) ($) (mill. $)(mill. $)mate









tail sales figure 439.4+11.0428.42.72 1,165.2+97.9+7.8
TREND
The trend correction in effect uses a statistical technique to raise the level of the depart-
ment-chain index to that of a preliminary estimate of total retail sales. The value of the
procedure therefore lies in the accuracy with which change in total sales is depicted and
the adequacy of the trend correction.
First, as to the preliminary estimates, we assume that the data on exports and imports
and the biennial census figures are substantially correct and that, therefore, the monthly
shoe production census, raised to the biennial census level, also gives a substantially accu-
rate picture of change in shoes produced or imported for domesticconsumption. The
adequacy of the preliminary sales figures rests, therefore, on the calculation ofinventory
change and average price.





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3very poor indeed, since they rely on inadequate information. Formanufacturers the esti-
mates are in all probability quite wrong even as to direction of change.' Hindsightalso
informs us that it was a mistake to interpolate changes in wholesalers' inventories between
bench-mark years by an index of retailers' stocks. Information on stock from a small
sample of shoe wholesalers, which we obtained later, indicated that changes inwhole-
salers' stocks typically do not parallel those of retailers. It is the stocks of retailers that
dominate our preliminary estimates. Their year-to-year changes, ignoring signs, average
6.5 million pairs for the period 1926-1940. The comparable figure for changesin stocks
of wholesalers and manufacturers combined average 1.4 million pairs. Unfortunately,
even retailers' stocks, based as they are on shoe stocks of a sampleof department stores
which may not be typical of total shoe stocks of all retailers, are far from adequate.
Another source of error in the inventory estimates derives from the need toconvert
dollar to pair figures. This operation suffers not only from inadequacy of theprice figures
but, in addition, from their application to inventories, in view of thevagaries of cost or
market accounting.
Some notion of the possible magnitude of error can be obtained bycomparing the esti-
mates of change in stocks that we used in the adjustment of theproduction figures with
those obtained by a later independent estimate (col. 2 of TableA-il) as well as with
those obtained by subtracting our final estimates of retail sales fromproduction destined
for domestic consumption. Especially in the first half of theperiod, figures vary widely.
The only consolation is that they represent a small proportionof the total preliminary
sales figures, so that their inadequacy is not fatal to the basiccalculation.
Preliminary sales estimates based on shoe production originallyreported in pairs must
be converted to dollars before their trend relation to the shoesales index can be studied.
Consequently, the price statistics afford another source of error.Table A-12 certainly does
not show the boundaries of the error, but it does atleast show its size under two alternative
procedures - first, the one we used in which the price refiator waswholesale prices of
shoes raised to a retail level and, second, the one in whichit was based on retailers' reports
of shoe prices. In both cases the bench-mark figures presuppose anunchanging margin
over factory price of 41 per cent,and this is not likely to be the case. Realized margins
probably fell during the severe depression of the thirties.They undoubtedly rose in 1933
under the National Industrial Recovery Act. Furthermore,and probably most important
of all, they may well have had a slightly upwardtrend for the whole period.tm
See p. 97, supra.
tmA comparison of the Bureau of Labor Statisticswholesale price index for shoes with the
National Industrial Conference Board retail shoe price indexshows a tendency for retail prices
to edge downward relative to wholesaleprices, but little reliance can be placed on differential
trend growth of data of this sort. The Retail Census and theControllers Congress of the National
Retail Dry Goods Association provide testimony on theopposite side, suggesting that retailers'
gross margins may have widened during thethirties. The census shows total expenses per $100 of
sales, excluding the services of proprietors, $1 or $2higher in 1935 than in 1929 for department
stores, family clothing stores, and shoe stores.Since payrolls per $100 of sales continued to gain
very slightly between 1935 and 1939,there is no reason to assume a reversal of the 1929.1935
change in total expense. Information concerning profits aswell as total expense is provided in
the statistics on operating results of departmentand specialty stores submitted to the Graduate
School of Business Administration at HarvardUniversity. It suggests that gross margins of
department stores likewise increased somewhat between1929 and 1939, whereas the depart-
mental breakdowns obtained by the Controllers Congresssuggest that the gross margins for shoe
departments of department stores shared in thegeneral trend. According to computations by the
Department of Commerce, the spread betweenfactory and retail prices for all semidurable corn-
inodities was 37.3 in 1929 and 40.6 in 1939. (Bruce M.Fowler and William H. Shaw, "Distribu.
tive Costs of Consumption Commodities,"Survey o/ Current Business, July1942, pp. 12 if.)
But, of course, gross margins of each distributorcould rise and still the spread between mane-
(Continued on page 110)
-
109TABLE A-12
COMPARISON OF TWOESTIMATES OF AVERAGERETAIL PRICE
OF SHOES, 1926-1940
T.C.-NRER NJCB-NHER
IME'PERENCE (coLs. 1-2) RETAIL PRICE RETAIL PRtCE
% of
FEAR OF SHOES OF SHORS $ Col. 1 (1) (2) (3) (4) 1926 $4.32 $443 -4.11 -2.55 1927 4.31 4.30 +.01 +.23 1928 4.59 4.34 +.25 +5.45 1929 4.37 4.32 +.05 +1.14 1930 4.05 3.99 +.06 +1.48 1931 3.47 3.45 +.02 +38 1932 2.86 2.84 +.02 +.70 1933 2.66 2.64 +.02 +.75 1934 2.90 2.88 +.02 +.69 1935 2.81 2.80 +.01 +.36 1936 2.90 2.85 +.05 +1.72 1937 3.05 3.04 +.0l +.33 1938 2.88 2.97 -.09 -3.13 1939 2.85 2.86 -.01 -.35 1940 3.05 2.91 +.14 -4.59 Average % difference,ignoring signs:
Census (odd)years
Intercensal years
To thesources that might distortthe preliminaryestimates of shoe saleswe must add the difficultiesof trend fittingitself. Chart A-4shows the ratios ofthe preliminary esti- mates of shoe sales(adjusted shoeproduction) to the annualsums of monthly estimates of shoe salesby departmentand shoe chainstores. In the top half ofthe chart the figures are plotted ona logarithmic verticalscale and the twoexponential straightlines are shown - the downward slopingone to 1935 while chains
were growing rapidly, andthe horizontal one thereafter. Inthe lower half ofthe chart thesame figures are plottedon arithmetic scales withone freehand curve fittedto the wholespan of years. We usedthe first of the two schemes,yet obviously it involvesa large, irreduciblecomponent of personaljudgment. Fortunately, thefigures are notat all susceptibleto the abuse whichthe foregoing examination indicatesthey have inevitablysuffered. Chart A-5shows four annualesti- mates of shoe salesbased on variousmethods of trendfitting and pricerefiation. They certainly appearto follow roughlyparallel courses.Table A-13 providesspecific com- parisons. Otherthings thesame, the choice offreehand rather thanexponential trend (coTs. 1 and 2)increases the downwardtrend from 1926to 1940 by about $20million -
facturer andconsumer might remainthe same oreven fall if the channelsof distributionwere sufficiently simplified.The censuspublications on thedistribution of manufacturers'sales sug- gest that a smallerproportion of totalshoes passed throughwholesalers' hands in 1939than in
1929. But the effectthat these changeswould have wouldnot be quantitativelysignificant enough
to counteractmore than abouta one-half to onepercentage point decrease(1939 to 1929) in gross margin of retailers.(This judgment isarrived at by substitutingthe channels ofdistribution per-
taming in 1929 forthose of 1939 inTable A-6.) Weconclude that it islikely that the spread between factoryand retail pricemay have risen somewhatbetween 1929 and1941 and before,
but the inadequacyof informationon profits makes theconclusion highlytentative.CIL&RT A-4
RATIOS OF PRELIMiNARY ESTIMATE OF TOTAL SHOE SALES TO SHOE SALES



































or from $199.8 to $222.3 million.It decreases the downward trend betweenthe two peak
years 1929 and 1937 veryslightly and decreases the cyclical amplitudefrom an average
drop or fall of $281.6 to $272.6 million. Eventhe theoretically unjustifiable procedureof
basing the preliminary figures simply on a two-year averageof output for domestic con-
sumption, other things the same (compare cols.I and 3), increases the downwardtrend
only by a bit more than I per cent of the averagestanding of the series and affects the
average cyclical amplitude hardly atall. Substitution of reflation by using aretail rather
than a wholesale price index to interpolatethe census average price figures(raised by
41 per cent; cols. I and 4) causes still lessalteration in the figures.















FOUR ESTIMATES OF TOTAL RETAILSHOE SALES BASEDON DIFFERENT TREND AND PRICEADJUSTMENTS, 1926- 1940
112
Estlmai,s bond on Tar.rs'COUnCIl shoa pilc. xpcnsntlaI triad
- - - EstIrnals bandon IGNIII.' Council sho. pric., Sr.. hand trind
- Estimal.. band on smoofpi.
POdUCttcn date, Tannin' Council prlc.,iSPOnintlal tr.r,d
Eslimaiss baud on NallonilIndustrial Conf.r,nc. Board price,spon.nftol Zr.nd
1926'2?28
and much of the laborspent on trying to make itgood was labor lost."The chief deficiency lies in the failure to take intoaccount a probable trendincrease of a pointor so in niargin of retail over factoryprice. If the margin hadincreased, say, from40 to 41 or 41.5per cent over the period,a not improbableamount, the index of shoesales might be about 2.5 per cent too low inthe final years relativeto the early ones."
The Suspicion focuseson the transition fromdollar to pair figureswhich would affect the estimates insofaras the cycle or trendcharacteritiof the data werealtered in the course of the trend adjustmenthi which priceestimates playedan important past The heavy drop in stockduring the longdepression suggests thatsales might be too high,and consequently the downwardtrend in the ratio(which was reversed inthe adjustment) was overstated duringthe period. Since thetrend was broken in1935, this mightmean that a bit of theproper major cycleamplitude was removedfrom the dollar estimates. But it seems likelythat the diflicuftywill be concentratedin the accuracy of thepair rather than dollarseries. For the inadeqcjesof the average pricecomputation hit full force when shoesales must beconverted to pair figures forcomparison with output data.
"We have persistentlyasserted that shoe salescould not be accuratelyestimated on the basis of Censur ofDin'rjbjo,, dataon commojj, sales, It ishard to say, therefore,whether itis an argiimn for or againstour series to say thaton the basis of thecensus materials shoe sales in 1939 were 79.0per cent of 1929 andthe final estimatesshow a corresponding figureof 785. "The totaluse in margin,, to 41.5from 40, or 1.5points would have beenassociated with a rise in estimated shoesales of about 3.7points between 1926and 1940. This is .25per year or about 2.5 for the tenyears 1926.1935 Afterthat, of course,no trend correcfjou was made that involved reflatjo0 of pairfigures.Tai.,n A-l3
VARIOUS ESTIMATES OF TREND AND CYCLE IN SHOE SALES. 19264940
(dollarIisu,esin millions)
$ Percentage of average sales for 15 years.
bPair figures were converted to dollar figures using the Tanners' Council of America average
factory price of shoes raised to retail levels by a 41 per cent margin. The exponential trend was
fitted to the ratios of preliminary total retail shoe sales to the combined department-chain store
shoe saks index.
Smoothed production figures were used as preliminary estimates of total retail shoe sales.
'The price figures used for converting pairs to dollars were based on census data for wholesale
prices raised to retail levels by a 41 per cent margin interpolated in the reports on retail shoe
prices obtained by the National Industrial Conference Board.
PATIERN OF FLUCTUATION
In order to arrive at a judgment concerning the accuracy of cyclical or subcydlical fluc-
tuation in shoe buying, several sorts of evidence may be examined.
First; the behavior of the several subindexes may be studied both for evidence of simi-
larity in behavior and for the reasonableness of differences. Table A-14 compares the
subcyclical fluctuations reflected in eight Federal Reserve district indexes with those of
the national index of department store shoe sales. It also compares the latter index and











C YCLICAL CHANGES IN SALES
1926-1929 +$ 96.2 +$ 60.3 +$ 86.9
1929-1933 -701.3 -692.7 -704.3
1933-1937 +401.9 +397.1 +392.8
1937-1938 -102.6 -100.1 -98.6
1938-1940 +106.0 + 113.1 +109.3
Av. change per
phase:
Dollars $281.6 $272.6 $278.4
Per cent5 22.1 21.5 22.1
1926-1940: TREND
Dollars -$199.8 -$222.3 -$213.9
Percent5 15.7 17.5 17.0
1929-1937:
Dollars -$299.4 -$295.6 -$311.5





1926 $1,511.7 $1,533.1 $1,512.2
1929 (P) 1,607.9 1,593.4 1,599.1
1933 (T) 906.6 900.7 894.8
1937 (P) 1,308.5 1,297.8 1,287.6
1938 (T) 1,205.9 1,197.7 1,189.0
1940 1,311.9 1,310.8 1,298.3
Av. sales for all
15 years 1,273.0 1,269.5 1,260.9
SMOOTHED
PRODUCTION SALES ESTI-
SALES ESTIMATES BASED ON DATA;' MATES BASED
PEAK AND T.C. PRICE T.C. PRICE, ON NICE PRICE,
TROUGH Exponential Freehand EXPONENTIAL EXPONENTIAL



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.peaks and troughs selected in our final estimates ofall shoe saJes in the country; these
constitute the "reference series" for the table. Wheneverone of the ten series had a
specific subcycle turn which could, inconsonance with National Bureau of Economic
Research timing rules," be matched withone in the reference series, the number of months
by which it leads or lags (zero if it synchronizes) is given in the appropriate column. If
no specific turn was marked, the column is left blank. Turns that are not matched are
shown by small o's (minor turns) or x's (major turns) between columns. Thereare 200
opportunities for matching tunis and 164, or 82per cent, are actually matched. Of
these, 41 per cent occurred in just thesame month, and the average deviation for all turns
for the ten series was ± 1.5 months. The last column in the tablesuggests that some of
even this small average deviation was due in considerable part to small shifts in the turns
in the final series relative to those of its components when the changing date of Easter and
the number of Saturdays and Sundays were taken into account. Forwe see that for some
dates turns in the components fairly consistently lead or lag those in the aggregate, and
this would have to be due largely to these extra adjustments performedon the final series.
Turn-by-turn average deviations for the 20 turns gives a figure of ± .9 months.
But in spite of the real similarities among the subsections of the table, there are impor-
tant differences too. We discussed the difference among the district series of department
store shoe sales in connection with the problem of combining them into a single national
index. We concluded that a characteristic divergence in shoe sales for a given district from
the country totals tended to be paralleled by divergence in total department store sales in
the district. This was true with respect to timing of turns and the amplitude of cyclical
and subcyclical fluctuations.
As between the sales of shoe chain stores and shoe departments, differences also are
apparent. There was no need to examine these in connection with the weighting problem
for the two indexes, since the actual weights that we would have selected would have been
about the same regardless of our conclusions as to the representativeness or random char-
acter of the differences. However, at this point it is important to judge how sensibly the
combined index behaves. Chart A-6 exhibits final estimates of shoe sales and their two
major components.
The amplitude of the major cyclical movements of shoe chain stores may be compared
with those of the shoe departments of department stores: expressed as a percentage of
the average standing for the phase, the fall from the peak in 1929 to the trough in 1933
was 59 and 57 per cent respectively, the rise from 1933 to 1937 was 62 and 42 per cent,
the fall from 1937 to 1938 was 16 and 10 per cent. These figures suggest that chain store
shoe sales fluctuated more severely than those of department stores except that during
the depression of the thirties the difference was slight. But shoe chain stores were experi-
encing a considerable secular increase during the twenties, and presumably this trend
persisted through at least the first half of the thirties. It seems reasonable to assume that
were it not for the trend factor, the decline of shoe sales of chains would have been more
pronounced relative to that of department stores in the depression of the thirties and thus
have been characterized by broader cyclical amplitude throughout. This explanation
receives support from a comparison of the average subcyclical amplitude of the two sets
of data. Expressed as relatives of the mean of the series, the average rise or the average
TMThe rules, with very minor modifications, are those describedinArthur F. Burns and Wesley
C. Mitchell,Measuring Business Cycles(NBER, 1946), p. 118. For several of the series, notably
Boston and Richmond, the selection of minor movements was most unsatisfactory, since the
erratic aspects of the data were so considerable. This is likely to be the case with indifferent retail
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fall during the subcyclephases occurnng between 1926and 1938 (15 for both series)
was 17.0 per phase, or 1.90per month for shoe chains, and 12.8per phase, or 1.41 per month for shoe departmentsof department stores.
The fact that business fluctuationsare more heavily imprintedon shoe chains than on shoe departmenmight be explained in severalways. For one thing, a goodly portionof the income spent in thesechain stores is derived fromwages or lower salaries. Conversely,
it seems probable thatthe customers of departmentstores come in larger proportion from the white collar andentrepreneur group, whose incomesare steadier or higher, and spending patterns oncommodities like shoes are likelyto be steadier. That even the deli- cate patterns of spendingare intimately associated with thoseof income was demonstrated in the body of thismonograph. It carries the corollarythat if the income stream ofcus- tomers of one type of storefollows a characteristicallydifferent course from that of another type, sales patternsof these stores will differin a fashion parallel to the income patterns. An interestingdemonstration of thisparallelism appears when monthlystatistics on farm income, on theone hand, and entrepreneujialincome and payrolls,on the other,
118are compared respectively with niral sales of general merchandise stores and sales of
department stores. The preponderance of men's shoe chains in the reporting sample might
also add somewhat to the slightly stronger fluctuation in the chain store data. Sales of
men's shoes may have a heavier subcyclical fluctuation than those of the more perishable
women's shoes. For whatever it is worth, our measures of cycle-subcycle amplitude for
men's and boys' shoe departments of department stores show an average amplitude of
13.9 per phase and 1.75 per month; women's and girls' shoe departments have a per phase
amplitude of 10.5 and 1.48 per month. The three major cycle phases occurring between
1929 and 1938 have average amplitudes of 41.3 per phase for men's and 34.6 per phase
for women's shoe departments. Finally, the chain store figures reflect both the cyclical
impact of changing sales in a given store, which the department store data also reflect,
and at least part of the impact which must have a reinforcing cyclical pattern of opening
and closing stores on the sales aggregate. The department store index certainly under-
samples stores likely to go out of business and misses almost entirely the new stores which
of course have a high percentage rate of growth.
The conclusion of reasonable representativeness of the shoe chain index is supported
by comparing it with the overlapping, broadly based Commerce data for 1935-1940, that
is, with the 1935-1940 segment of the total shoe sales series as shown on Chart A-6.
In general, then, we conclude that the pieces out of which our index is composed seem
individually to portray the characteristics of the subuniverses to which they apply. Conse-
quently, if the weighting scheme is adequate, their combined force ought to give a fairly
solid representation of the sum of the universes covered, and this seemed to apply to the
minor as well as major fluctuations. This in turn should be a good picture of total sales
in the country, providing no important universes are left out.
This last point raises the question whether the major income streams are adequately
represented, and it seems clear that agricultural income is not. Neither the department
nor chain store indexes cover rural sales of shoes at all adequately.Consequently, we would
expect our estimates to misrepresent total shoe buying slightly whenagricultural income
has a pattern which is distinctly different from the rest of the income stream.But the
extent of the distortion is not likely to be large, partly becauseagricultural income consti-
tutes only, on the average, around 15 per cent of total incomepayments and partly because
farmers are probably a group who tend to tie their buying less firmly toshort-term fluctua-
tions in income than do city dwellers.
A second source on which judgments can be based iswhat we know of the bias in the
samples of reporting stores. A well recognized villainy ofreporting samples is their con-
servative bias: they are subject to a downward trend through theirfailure to include
promising new stores whose rate of increase of sales exceedsthat of total sales, a bias
which is only partly compensated for by the failure to sample the lesssuccessful store as
adequately as the more successful one. But since we have presumablyadjusted for trend
on the basis of data not subject to thisbias - the census data on production - this problem
need not concern us. The remaining question, then, is whetherthe composition of the
sample implies a bias that would affect cyclical patterns.
There is some evidence and certainly a reasonablepresumption that the founding of
new stores is relatively more importantin prosperity than depression. Business failures,
on the other hand, have an inversecorrelation with business cycles and even some sub-
cycles. Since, on the whole, the downward biasof the failure to include new firms is
stronger than the upward bias of underrepresentatiOnof weak firms, the net resultant
might be that in depression the less than usualdownward bias and greater than usual
upward bias would tend to cancel one another, whereasin recovery the greater downward
bias and smaller upward one would leave a netdownward tendency. Were this to be the
119CHART A-7




























case, we might have a slight damping of major cycle fluctuationin our estimates resulting
from the characteristics of the stable sample.
On the whole, however, our sales figures sufferless from this difficulty than most. For
one thing, department stores enter and leave businessmuch less frequently than most
stores." But what is more important, the chainstore figures catch the entrance and exit
of individual stores, though ofcourse they miss that of chain store organizations.










260k--A third basis of judgment is how sensibly the final sales estimates behave. Change in
stock of finished shoes in commercial bands represents the difference between output des-
tined for domestic consumption and current sales. Stock-change is small compared with
the two flow series. We have considerable confidence in one of the two series - shoe
output. If changes in stock have a reasonable cyclical pattern, it bolsters confidence in the
other flow series - sales. Chart A-7 shows this imputed stock-change series; linked cumu-
latively to a base figure, we compute estimates of stocks, shoe sales, and the sales-stock
ratio, all in pairs. Stocks show a positive cyclical pattern which is reasonable, though the
extent of the change seems extreme, The turnover ratio has a positive cyclical pattern and
this, too, is routine, since the great bulk of stocks are those of retailers. The upward trend
in the ratio accords with information from many other sources. But in the light of subse-
quent study the failure of stocks to turn over more rapidly when sales are rising and less
rapidly when they are falling arouses suspicionI
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